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Welcome to the 2020  
RS Assessment Catalogue
Welcome to our 2020 catalogue. Here you’ll find our latest and most 
trusted print and digital assessments for both primary and secondary 
level, including our brand new Wellbeing and Attitudes to Learning: 
Survey and Strategies tool. 

Leveraging a dedicated team of data experts, subject specialists, 
teachers and authors, we’re the market leader in delivering assessments 
that accurately track progress, support teacher judgements, and inform 
future teaching and learning.  

We’re also celebrating award-winning SEN tool SNAP, the launch of a 
second White Paper on attainment trends in primary schools, and we 
continue to develop digital solutions for schools, including assessment 
and reporting tool MARK, so watch our website for more brilliant news. 

If you’re unsure what you need you can get in touch with one of our 
specialists, they will be able to give you bespoke advice based on your 
school’s specific requirements. See page 47 for contact info. 

Keep up-to-date

Whether it’s expert commentary on a recent Ofsted announcement, 
a blog from one of our trusted authors, a new case study from a 
neighbouring school, or a discount on a product or service under the 
Hodder Education Group umbrella, it’ll be in our emails.

Sign up to receive updates from us so you  
don’t miss out.

What’s new

Shine: 
Targeted 

Interventions 
for Primary
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My Free Assessment 
and Reporting Kit
Trusted by over 6,000 schools for valid,   
easy-to-use assessment reporting.

Easily track progress from Reception to KS3 and beyond 
with access to all test data saved in one secure online 
place.

Quickly compare performance against national averages 
with auto-generated standardised scores.

Generate visual reports such as Gap Analysis and Pupil 
Progress and share with colleagues and parents to 
support teacher judgements.

MARK automatically converts raw scores to standardised 
scores so that you can quickly gain valuable insight into 
performance, enabling you to spend more time preparing 
interventions and planning future lessons.

More information, including downloadable sample reports and how to sync your MIS data, 
can be found online at risingstars-uk.com/mark

The black lines show 
a national average 
standardised score of 
100 and 15% above  
and below.

The pupil’s average 
score on each strand 
in each test expressed 
as a percentage.

Sync your MIS data for ease of use
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What information do the reports provide?

“Using MARK has 
helped teachers focus 
on specific areas and 

topics that their classes 
or individual pupils need 

additional support in. 
It does all you would 

hope for from an online 
assessment tool.”

Hilltop Primary School

“Using MARK has 
given us yet another 

dimension in our 
ability to track 

individual pupils and 
group development.”

St Barnabas School

“MARK is a really 
powerful reporting tool. 
It has saved us a huge 

amount of time and given 
us access to a range of 

reports and analyses for 
individuals and groups.”

Long Crendon School

Report type Description Which test suites is this report available for?

Gap analysis
Quickly analyse gaps in learning to inform 
targeted teaching

(New) PiRA Primary / (New) PUMA Primary / GAPS Primary /  
Progress Tests / Optional Tests / PiRA KS3 / PUMA KS3 / AMT / ART /  
NTS Assessments

Whole school   
gap analysis

Quickly analyse gaps in learning with a whole 
school, termly, export of assessment results

(New) PIRA Primary / (New) PUMA Primary / GAPS Primary /  
NTS Assessments

Individual pupil report
View the performance of an individual pupil on 
their most recently taken test

(New) PiRA Primary / (New) PUMA Primary / GAPS Primary / PiRA KS3 / 
PUMA KS3 / AMT / ART / NTS Assessments

Pupil progress report
Compare the performance of one pupil across   
a number of tests

(New) PiRA Primary / (New) PUMA Primary / GAPS Primary /  
Progress Tests / AMT / ART / NTS Assessments

Group progress report
Compare the performance of a group of pupils 
across a number of tests

PiRA Primary / PUMA Primary / GAPS Primary / Progress Tests / AMT / ART

Group comparison
Report

View the performance of different groups on   
a specific test

(New) PiRA Primary / (New) PUMA Primary / GAPS Primary / PiRA KS3 / 
PUMA KS3 / NTS Assessments

Group analysis report
View pupils’ scores together and compare 
against the class average

GAPS Primary / Optional Tests / Progress Tests

Group listing report
View the performance of one group on   
a specific test

(New) PiRA Primary / (New) PUMA Primary /        
GAPS Primary / PiRA KS3 / PUMA KS3 /    AMT / 
ART / NTS Assessments

Group combined analysis
Compare the performance of groups on  
one test paper

Optional Tests

al Tests / Progress Tests

New) PUMA Primary /   
3 / PUMA KS3 / 

coming soon
More on pages 8-9.
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NEW   DIGITAL   AGES 5–11   
Gain a deeper insight into your pupil and 
whole-school performance data and compare 
against similar schools nationally with MARK 
Plus; a new and advanced reporting and 
analytics dashboard available for New PiRA, 
New PUMA, GAPS and NTS Assessments. All 
data is populated in real-time so that you can 
quickly and easily:

• see the percentage and number of pupils in 
each performance indicator band

• export dynamic and easy-to-understand 
graphs, data tables and tailored descriptions 
for school reports

• filter according to subject, year group and 
class for deeper analysis and to help identify 
specific areas of focus 

£199 + VAT 1-year subscription

Order online at risingstars-uk.com/markplus 

Reading, Maths and GPS 
Key Stages 1 and 2
Digital
Whole-school reporting and 
analysis

Gain deeper insight into your 
school data

MARK PLUS
M

A
R

K
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LU
S

risingstars-uk.com/markplus

Available for New PiRA, New PUMA,  
GAPS and NTS Assessments

Available in Autumn 2020

NTS 
Assessments

 Reading 
Booklet SPRING

Cal and the Amazing Anti-Gravity 
Machine pages 2– 4

The Aquarium  
pages 6–8

Contents

Year   4 

Year   2 

National Test-style 
Standardised Assessments

Mathematics

NTS 
Assessments

Name:

Male              Female Test date            /                 /

Date of birth           /                 / Chronological age   years  months

SPRING
Paper 2: reasoning

Strand Marks

Number (N) /6

Calculations (C) /7

Fractions, decimals and percentages (F) /4

Measurement (M) /6

Geometry – properties of shapes (G) /1

Statistics (S) /1

Total marks /25

1 © Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.puma 1 SPRING

Name

Progress in  

Understanding

Mathematics 

Assessment

SPRING 

1
Progre

pumanew

primary

© Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

Boy Girl Test date             /             /

Date of birth             /             / Chronological age                 years               months

Strand Marks

Number /8

Operations /9

Fractions, Decimals and 

Percentages

/2

Geometry /5

Measures

Statistics /6

Total Marks /30

Problem solving /10

Reading Age

Hodder Scale

Age Standardised Score

Standardised Score

pira 11 AUTUMN © Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

Name

piranew

primary

Progress in  

Reading 

Assessment

AUTUMN 

1

© Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

The teacher’s script for the phonics questions, on pages 2–3, is on the back page. On pages 
4–7, read aloud all instructions for answering questions (printed in red-brown), but do not read 
the texts or answer choices printed in black.

Boy Girl Test date             /             /

Date of birth             /             / Chronological age                 years               months

Strand Marks

2a Define /2

2b Retrieve /2

2c Summarise /2

2d Infer /2

2e Predict /2

2f Contextualise /2

2g Explore /2/23

2h Compare /1/2

Total Marks /25

Text type Questions Marks

Word reading 1–7 /10

Story 8–14 /8

Story 15–20 /7

Reading Age

Hodder Scale

Age Standardised Score

Standardised Score

Go back a page to learn 

about the free reporting and 

analysis in MARK
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 � Hide or expand 

information about 

your report. 

 � Click to export visual 

chart and/or school 

data as an Excel 

spreadsheet.

 � Commentary for each 

report provides an 

easy-to-understand 

breakdown of the data.

 � Select your report 

of choice from 

the MARK Plus 

homepage.  

Placeholder visuals only. For more information visit risingstars-uk.com/markplus

Also coming soon on MARK: 
Shine: Targeted  

interventions for Primary
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Shine: Targeted Interventions 
for Primary
NEW   DIGITAL   AGES 5-11

Deliver tailored individual, small group and 
whole class intervention activities for the areas 
of weakness demonstrated in your pupils’ 
diagnostic test results from New PiRA, New 
PUMA and NTS Assessments. You can find 
out more about these termly standardised test 
suites designed to assess progress in reading 
and maths on pages 12-15 and 18-19.

• Our free assessment and reporting 
tool, MARK, will identify specific gaps in 
knowledge and suggest exact learning 
sequences to address these.

• Each learning sequence for reading includes 
step-by-step teaching notes, text extracts and 
questions, modelling software to take pupils 
through the skills they need, and quizzes to 
assess understanding.

• Each learning sequence for maths includes 
step-by-step teaching notes, pupil worksheets 
to carry out the activities, and quizzes to 
assess understanding.

• Quickly search for specific intervention 
resources as and when you need them.

1 month free trial available for Shine Reading Skills
£250 + VAT annual subscription to Shine Reading Skills
1 month free trial available for Shine Maths 
£250 + VAT annual subscription to Shine Maths
Order online at risingstars-uk.com/interventions20
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Reading and Maths
Key Stages 1 and 2
Digital 
Strand and Area of Learning 
interventions

READING SKILLS 
AND MATHS 
INTERVENTION

risingstars-uk.com/interventions20

Available in January 2021

NTS 
Assessments

 Reading 
Booklet SPRING

Cal and the Amazing Anti-Gravity 
Machine pages 2– 4

The Aquarium  
pages 6–8

Contents

Year   4 

Year   2 

National Test-style 
Standardised Assessments

Mathematics

NTS 
Assessments

Name:

Male              Female Test date            /                 /

Date of birth           /                 / Chronological age   years  months

SPRING
Paper 2: reasoning

Strand Marks

Number (N) /6

Calculations (C) /7

Fractions, decimals and percentages (F) /4

Measurement (M) /6

Geometry – properties of shapes (G) /1

Statistics (S) /1

Total marks /25

1 © Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.puma 1 SPRING

Name

Progress in  

Understanding

Mathematics 

Assessment

SPRING 

1
Progre

pumanew

primary

© Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

Boy Girl Test date             /             /

Date of birth             /             / Chronological age                 years               months

Strand Marks

Number /8

Operations /9

Fractions, Decimals and 

Percentages

/2

Geometry /5

Measures

Statistics /6

Total Marks /30

Problem solving /10

Reading Age

Hodder Scale

Age Standardised Score

Standardised Score

pira 11 AUTUMN © Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

Name

piranew

primary

Progress in  

Reading 

Assessment

AUTUMN 

1

© Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

The teacher’s script for the phonics questions, on pages 2–3, is on the back page. On pages 
4–7, read aloud all instructions for answering questions (printed in red-brown), but do not read 
the texts or answer choices printed in black.

Boy Girl Test date             /             /

Date of birth             /             / Chronological age                 years               months

Strand Marks

2a Define /2

2b Retrieve /2

2c Summarise /2

2d Infer /2

2e Predict /2

2f Contextualise /2

2g Explore /2/23

2h Compare /1/2

Total Marks /25

Text type Questions Marks

Word reading 1–7 /10

Story 8–14 /8

Story 15–20 /7

Reading Age

Hodder Scale

Age Standardised Score

Standardised Score

Go back to learn more 

about online assessment 

and reporting tool MARK.

Available for New PiRA, New PUMA and 
NTS Assessments online via MARK. 
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risingstars-uk.com/interventions20
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Assess � Report � Intervene

Assess: 
Reliably measure attainment and 
progress with New PiRA, New 
PUMA and NTS Assessments.

What are New PiRA, New PUMA and NTS Assessments?
New PiRA and New PUMA
Track termly progress in reading and maths whilst reliably benchmarking performance against thousands of pupils nationally. 
Standardised on over 10,000 pupils per test suite in 2019/20.        

Find out more on pages 12-15

NTS Assessments
Familiarise your pupils with National Test-style reading and maths papers whilst confidently measuring termly performance 
against thousands of pupils nationally.

Find out more on pages 18-19

Report:
Easily identify gaps in each pupil’s 
understanding using the Individual 
Intervention Report and Group 
Intervention Report in our free 
online assessment and reporting 
tool, MARK.

Intervene: 
Address specific gaps in 
understanding with sequences  
for each area of learning. 

Measure understanding with quick 
quizzes.

Search for additional intervention 
resources as and when you need 
them.

11Login online and sign up to receive our helpful e-updatesEMAIL SIGNUP



“We’ve looked at lots of different assessment systems and we’re really 

quite confident that the results we get from PiRA and PUMA match very 

closely to the end of Key Stage 1 and end of Key Stage 2 scores.” 

Stephen Booth, Acting Head Teacher,  
St Barnabas First and Middle School

New Progress in Reading 
Assessment (PiRA)
NEW   PRINT   DIGITAL   AGES 4–11   

Colin McCarty, Kate Ruttle

New PiRA is a brand-new edition of the trusted 
termly PiRA papers that empower you to 
reliably benchmark performance and track 
progress in reading against national averages.

• Standardised in 2019/20 on over 10,000 
pupils.

• Confidently assess each of the National 
Curriculum content domains and generate 
diagnostics about strengths and weaknesses 
to inform teacher planning.

• Save time with papers that are quick and 
simple to administer and mark, carefully 
written to ensure a steady progression in 
demand.

• Available in paper and online, auto-marked, 
interactive format.

£17.50 per 10-copy pack 
£1.75 + VAT per online, auto-marked, interactive test 
Free mark schemes and test guidance accessed via MARK
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Key Stages 1 and 2
Standardised termly tests
Print and digital
Free online reporting

Please note that previous editions of PiRA (in both 
paper and online interactive format) will remain 
available to purchase until 31st July 2020. Full 
transition data that allows you to compare PiRA 
standardised scores to New PiRA standardised scores 
will be provided free of charge. 

PRIMARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Reading

P
R

IM
A

R
Y

 A
S

S
E

S
S

M
E

N
T

S

Risingstars-uk.com/pira20

Generate reports for individuals, classes 
and schools to view and compare pupil 
progress and attainment.

What’s included:
 On screen marksheet and gap analysis
 Whole school gap analysis report
 Individual pupil report
 Pupil progress report
 Group comparison report
 Group listing report

Available to order now
Autumn papers available in June 2020, 
ready for testing in Autumn 2020.
Spring papers available in October 2020, 
ready for testing in Spring 2021.
Summer papers available in February 2021, 
ready for testing in Summer 2021.

PiRA for Scotland is also available to order.  
For details, visit:  
hoddergibson.co.uk/piraforscotland 
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pira 42 AUTUMN © Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.

page total

Sam felt ill.

His throat hurt. His ears hurt.

His head hurt. He sneezed.

“Sam, can you come and show 
us how to do it?” asked Mrs 
Jacobs.

Sam looked up. He didn’t know 
what Mrs Jacobs wanted him to do. He just shook his head. His legs felt 
all wobbly. He knew that if he stood up he would just fall down again. 
He put his head down on his hands and started to cry, very quietly. He 
wanted his mum. He knew that Mrs Jacobs would be cross with him 
now. His teacher didn’t like it when children didn’t do what she told 
them to do.

10 Who is this story about? Circle your answer.

Jacob Sam Mum children

11 Where was Sam? Circle your answer.

in bed at school at home at the shops

12 Find and copy the words from the text to say where Sam hurt.

 

1b

1d

1a

13 Write one thing Sam did when Mrs Jacobs asked him a question.

  
1b

1a

View more sample pages and sample reports online

 � Increased number of 3 mark comprehension/inference questions 

in Years 5 and 6, 2 mark questions in Years 3 and 4, and 1 mark 

evidence questions in Years 1 and 2.

 � Every question is mapped to National Curriculum content 

domains, allowing question and strand-level reporting.

 � Variety of question types.

 � KS1 questions sit directly after Reading texts and KS2 Reading 

texts are in a pull-out booklet so that they can easily be viewed 

alongside questions. 
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“Overall, the PiRA and PUMA tests have been the most useful 

investment we’ve made, certainly in terms of assessment, in the 

8 years I’ve led the school.” 

Sue Stamp, Head Teacher, Long Crendon Primary School

New Progress in Understanding  
Mathematics Assessment (PUMA)
NEW   PRINT   DIGITAL   AGES 4–11   

Colin McCarty, Caroline Cooke

New PUMA is a brand-new edition of the trusted termly 
PUMA papers that empower you to reliably benchmark 
performance and track progress in maths against national 
averages.

• Standardised in 2019/20 on over 10,000 pupils.

• Confidently assess each of the National Curriculum content 
domains and generate diagnostics about strengths and 
weaknesses to inform teacher planning. 

• Each test is designed carefully to work alongside White 
Rose Maths, Maths Mastery and other popular schemes.

• Save time with papers that are quick and simple to 
administer and mark, carefully written to ensure a steady 
progression in demand.

• Available in paper and online, auto-marked, interactive 
format.

£17.50 per 10-copy pack 
£1.75 + VAT per online, auto-marked, interactive test 
Free mark schemes and test guidance accessed via MARK
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs   

Key Stages 1 and 2
Standardised termly tests
Print and digital
Free online reporting

PRIMARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Maths
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Risingstars-uk.com/puma20

Generate reports for 
individuals, classes and 
schools to view and 
compare pupil progress 
and attainment.

What’s included:
  On screen marksheet  

and gap analysis
  Whole school gap analysis 

report
 Individual pupil report
 Pupil progress report
 Group comparison report
 Group listing report

Available to order now
Autumn papers available in June 2020, 
ready for testing in Autumn 2020.
Spring papers available in October 2020, 
ready for testing in Spring 2021.
Summer papers available in February 2021, 
ready for testing in Summer 2021.

Please note that previous editions of PUMA (in both 
paper and online interactive format) will remain 
available to purchase until 31st July 2020. Full 
transition data that allows you to compare PUMA 
standardised scores to New PUMA standardised 
scores will be provided free of charge. 
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© Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2020. Photocopying is prohibited.puma 3 AUTUMN 5

Fill in the missing numbers to complete the two counting patterns.

43

645 545 345 245
num

53 63 73 93
num

14

strawberries

ops,
PS

He eats 4 of them. 

How many are left?

Jason has 12 strawberries.

12

13 Use all of these digit cards to write a number between 300 and 350

num,
PS

5 3 4

page total

View more sample pages and sample reports online

 � Extra space for working out.

 � Additional marks added to certain papers, increasing the 

challenge for pupils working at greater depth.

 � Assessment maps align with White Rose, Maths Mastery and 

other popular schemes.

 � Every question is mapped to National Curriculum content 

domains (as well as problem solving), allowing question and 

strand-level reporting.

 � All PUMA tests are structured to cover a balance of content from 

all strands, drawing on prior years’ content.
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“As a head, I’m under a lot of pressure to encourage a better  

work-life balance and reduce workload for teachers. MARK and  

the interactive tests perfectly meet this need for me… I wish I’d 

known about them sooner.”

UK Primary School Head Teacher

Progress in Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 
Assessment (GAPS)
PRINT   DIGITAL   AGES 5–11   

Termly tests that empower you to reliably benchmark performance and 
track progress in GPS against national averages.

• Confidently assess each of the content domains in every termly test 
and generate diagnostics about strengths and weaknesses to inform 
teacher planning.

• Save time with papers that are quick and simple to administer and 
mark, carefully written to ensure a steady progression in demand.

• Available in paper and online, auto-marked, interactive format.

£17.50 per 10-copy pack 
£1.75 + VAT per online, auto-marked, interactive test 
£45 Stage 1 Manual
£55 Stage 2 Manual
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Key Stages 1 and 2
Standardised termly tests
Print and digital
Free online reporting

PRIMARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Grammar, Punctuation 
and Spelling

gaps
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Risingstars-uk.com/gaps20

Generate reports 
for individuals, 
classes and 
schools to view 
and compare pupil 
progress and 
attainment.

What’s included:
 On screen marksheet and gap analysis
 Whole school gap analysis report
 Individual pupil report
 Pupil progress report
 Group progress report
 Group comparison report
 Group analysis report
 Group listing report
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  Page 2 and page 8 from  

GAPS 2 Autumn Papers
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2

Section A: Grammar, punctuation and vocabulary

1 Write a sentence on the line using only the words below.

Remember to use the correct punctuation.

bone  the  his  buried  dog

2 Tick the adjective in the sentence below.

Tick one.

Sally  quickly  put  on  her  blue  coat.

                         

3 Which of the sentences below is a command?

 Tick one.
Jamal asked for an apple 

What a delicious pear this is 

Ask the lady for some cherries 

Can I have a banana 

G

G

G

4 Tick the punctuation mark that goes at the end of the 
sentence below.

What was that terrible noise

Tick one.

.   ?   ,   !
P

page total
© Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017. Photocopying is not permitted.2 Autumngaps

8

Section B: Spelling

1 The cup is  full.

2 Rama can  a ball.

3 I  my school is great.

4 It is  when it snows.

5 Our paintings were left to  .

page total
© Rising Stars UK Ltd 2017. Photocopying is not permitted.2 Autumngaps

View more sample pages and sample reports online
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“Good to get the children used to the format of the SATs and, what’s more,  

staff can see gaps in learning easily.”

“I liked the format and visuals and the children liked the content.”

Feedback from NTS Assessments trials

Key Stages 1 and 2
National Test-style 
questions
Standardised termly tests
Print
Free online reporting

PRIMARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Reading and Maths

NTS 
Assessments
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Risingstars-uk.com/ntsassessments20

National Test-style 
Standardised Assessments

Year   5 

Mark Scheme

 Reading

NTS 
Assessments

Year   5 

Mark Scheme

National Test-style 
Standardised Assessments

Mathematics

NTS 
Assessments

Generate reports for 
individuals, classes and 
schools to view and 
compare pupil progress 
and attainment.

What’s included:
  On screen marksheet and  

gap analysis
  Whole school gap analysis report
 Individual Pupil Report
 Group Comparison Report
 Group Listing Report

National Test-style Standardised (NTS) 
Assessments
NEW   PRINT   AGES 5–11   

Maddy Barnes, Trevor Dixon, Shareen Wilkinson (née Myers), 

Siobhan Skeffington, Marie Lallaway, Sarah-Anne Fernandes 

Familiarise your pupils with National Test-style reading and maths papers 
whilst confidently measuring termly performance against thousands of 
pupils nationally.

• Estimate the performance of your Year 1 to 6 pupils using data that’s 
been collected during the 2018/19 academic year.

• Ease planning and ensure that all content is taught before 
administering the tests with free comprehensive curriculum maps. 

• Each maths test is designed to carefully work alongside White Rose 
Maths, Maths Mastery and other popular schemes.

• Free mark schemes and test guidance accessed via MARK.

Please note, these tests cannot be used alongside Optional Tests (as featured on page 20).

£17.50 per 10-copy pack 
Free mark schemes and test guidance 
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Written by experienced National Test 
authors who have extensive knowledge 
of assessment and teaching.
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 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited 2019. Photocopying is not permitted. page 9 of 16

Questions 12–25 are about The Hundred-mile-an-hour Dog (pages 4–5)

Look at the first paragraph.

Give one way that Streaker looks like a greyhound. 

 

Trevor jokes that Streaker might have quite a bit of Ferrari in her 
background because…

  Tick one.

 she is low to the ground. 

 she makes loud noises. 

 she has won many races. 

 she can run very quickly. 

According to the second paragraph, why doesn’t anyone like taking 
Streaker for a walk?

 

 

12

13

1 mark

2a

14

1 mark

2b

Total for 
this page

/3

1 mark

2b

page 10 of 24 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited 2019. Photocopying is not permitted.

13

Total for 
this page

/2

This shape is a square.

5 cm

This shape is a rectangle.

5 cm

15 cm

How much greater is the area of the rectangle than the 
area of the square?

cm2

2 marks

5M7b

Show 
your 

method

Streaker is a mixed-up kind of dog. You can see from her thin 
body and powerful legs that she’s got a lot of greyhound blood 
in her, along with quite a bit of Ferrari* and a large chunk of 
whirlwind.

Nobody in our family likes walking her and this is hardly 
surprising. Streaker can out-accelerate a torpedo. Streaker can do 

0 to 100  mph in the blink of an eye. She’s usually vanished over the far horizon long before you have time to yell 
– “Streaker!”

Dad refuses to walk her, point-blank. “I’ve got backache,” is his usual excuse, though how this stops him from 
walking I really haven’t a clue.

I tried something similar once myself: “I’ve got front ache,” I said. 
Mum gave me a chilly glare and handed me the dog lead. She’ll do 
anything to get out of walking Streaker too, and that is how the 
whole thing started. I ended up having the craziest Easter holiday 
you can imagine.

“Trevor…” said Mum one morning at the beginning of the 
holiday, and she gave me one of her really big, innocent smiles. 
“Trevor…” (I should have guessed she was up to something) 
“Trevor – I’ll do a deal with you. If you walk Streaker every day 
this holiday, I’ll let you off cleaning your room… and washing 
up… for the whole holiday.”

No boring chores! As you can imagine, my eyes boggled a bit. I 
just about had to shove them back in their sockets. I was so astonished I never twigged that what my mother was 
suggesting was MAJOR BRIBERY.

*Ferrari – a make of racing or sports car

w

In this story, a boy called Trevor is writing about his dog, named Streaker.

4

page 10 of 16 © Hodder & Stoughton Limited 2019. Photocopying is not permitted.

Total for
this page

/3

1 mark

5C1

20

 = 3,800 − 1,800

1 mark

5C1

19

2,222 + 4,000 = 

1 mark

5C2

21

2,477 + 3,122 = 

Year 4 Autumn Question paperYear 4 Autumn Reading booklet

Year 5, Paper 1 Year 5, Paper 2

 � Clear signposting to the text 

passages.
 � Fiction and non-fiction text 

passages cover a range of 

subject matter, with poetry 

included at Key Stage 2.

 � Separate arithmetic and 

reasoning papers.

 � The National Curriculum 

reading test framework 

was used as a guide when 

increasing the complexity of 

texts and questions through 

the assessments.

 � In the arithmetic papers there 

are grids to aid workings out.

 � Questions reflect the balance 

of content domains in the 

National Tests.

 � NTS Assessments comprise 

selected and constructed 

response questions in 

proportions that reflect the 

composition of the National 

Tests.

 � ‘Show your method’ boxes 

for relevant questions in the 

reasoning papers.

 � All of the NTS Maths tests are 

structured so that the papers 

work alongside White Rose, 

Maths Mastery and other 

popular schemes.

 � Content domain and 

available marks (in the Year 2 

papers and above) are shown 

for every question.
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A consistent assessment which we can use across the school 

and which closely mirrors the structure, format and content of 

the national tests. 

Edgewood Primary School

Optional Tests
PRINT   AGES 5–11   

National Test-style reading, maths and GPS papers, perfect 
for assessing end-of-year performance.

• Only accessible to schools, meaning that all content is 
unfamiliar to pupils.

• Comprehensive coverage of the curriculum, including 
content that hasn’t yet appeared on National Test past 
papers.

• Choice of 3 sets of test papers (A, B and C) to help prevent 
teaching to the test.

• Access National Test performance indicators for your Year 2 
and Year 6 pupils (Set A).

Please note, these tests cannot be used alongside NTS Assessments (as featured 
on pages 18-19).

Available to purchase in Subject, Year Group and Key Stage packs  
Teacher Guidance included
Top-up packs also available 
Prices vary according to pack type
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Key Stages 1 and 2
Standardised termly tests
Print
Free online reporting

PRIMARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Reading, Maths  
and GPS
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Risingstars-uk.com/Optionals

Generate reports for 
individuals, classes and 
schools to view and 
compare pupil progress 
and attainment.

What’s included:
  On screen marksheet  

and gap analysis
 Group analysis report
  Group combined analysis 

report
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“There are many SATs format assessment resources available 

on the market, but Progress Tests are up-to-date and reflect the 

newest changes in the format and focus of the National Tests.”  

Christ Church C of E Primary School

Progress Tests
PRINT   AGES 5–11   

Photocopiable half-termly tests to identify gaps 
in knowledge and familiarise children with the 
more challenging National Test style questions.

• Low-stress tests to quickly identify gaps in 
knowledge in 20 minutes.

• Familiarise children with SATs-style questions 
at regular intervals throughout the year.

• Generate reports quickly to analyse individual 
and group performance. 

£155 per year group
£275 KS1 pack
£555 KS2 pack
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Key Stages 1 and 2 
SATs-style questions
Half-termly tests
Photocopiable testsv
Free online reporting

PRIMARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Reading, Maths,  
GPS and Science
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Generate reports for individuals, classes and 
schools to view and compare pupil progress 
and attainment.

Only available for GPS, 
Maths and Reading 

What’s included:
 Group analysis report
 Group progress report
 Pupil progress report
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“Question Bank is much more user friendly than other test banks, not only 

for the teachers, but crucially in its aesthetics for the children.  It has really 

helped the teachers to carefully structure their teaching and questioning to 

align with end of year expectations.” 

St Thomas of Canterbury School

Question Bank
DIGITAL   AGES 5–11   

Whether you’re looking to introduce a topic, round-up a 
lesson or set homework for your class, Question Bank has you 
covered with over 8,000 questions in reading, GPS, maths 
and science.

• Drag and drop questions to build bespoke quizzes to use in 
class or at home

• Edit past National Test papers (2016-2018) and ready-made 
tests created by SATs experts

• Filter questions by year group, difficulty level, skill or key 
word

£240 + VAT 1-year subscription 
See order form for all available tests and ISBNS

Key Stages 1 and 2
Digital
8,000 questions
Access for all teachers
Reading
Maths
GPS
Science

PRIMARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Reading, Maths,  
GPS and Science
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Risingstars-uk.com/questionbank

 Summer test - Year 3

1.
 
The pictogram shows sales of ice creams.
How many ice creams were sold on Sunday?

1 mark

2.
 

99 + 1 =

1 mark

3.
 
The pictogram shows the number of people who had rides at the
fairground.

 350 people went on the rollercoaster.
 Show this on the pictogram. 1 mark

4.
 
The dodgems cost £1.75 per ride. Altogether, how
much money was collected on the dodgems?

1 mark

5.
 
More people went on the big wheel than on the
dodgems. How many more?

1 mark

Total for
this page

© Hodder & Stoughton Limited 2020. You may photocopy this page. 1
Licensed to for use until

Want to try before you buy?
Start a 30-day FREE trial today and give every teacher in 
your school instant access to over 8,000 questions.
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 � Over 8,000 

Reading, Maths, 

GPS and Science 

questions for KS1 

and KS2

 � Quickly search for 

targeted questions

 � Filter questions by 

difficulty level

 � Drag and drop 

questions to build 

tests in a couple 

of clicks

 � Download free topical quizzes online

 � Address gaps 

in learning with 

questions for 

specific topics or 

skills
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“These writing tasks are an invaluable tool to help primary 

teachers consistently assess writing throughout the 

primary years.”

National Association of Head Teachers

Writing Assessment Tasks
PRINT   AGES 6–11   

Creative, half-termly tasks to help assess and moderate children’s writing 
with confidence.

• Reliably assess pupils’ writing against age-related expectations.

• Technical writing and composition tasks provide opportunities for 
children to demonstrate writing skills.

£540 whole-school pack

Additional packs available.

Risingstars-uk.com/writingtasks

Computing Assessment Tasks
PRINT   AGES 5–11   

Flexible activities to check knowledge of the computing curriculum.

• Check prior learning using diagnostic checklists to baseline. 

• Fill your lessons with engaging practical tasks to help children embed 
skills.

£525 whole-school pack
£185 KS1 pack
£370 KS2 pack
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs
Additional packs available.

Risingstars-uk.com/computingtasks

PRIMARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Writing and Computing
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Risingstars-uk.com/rsassessment

Key Stages 1 and 2 
Print
Photocopiable tasks
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Heading: We’ve got English and readin
covered

Flash: Prepare for the Ofsted ‘deep div

Show logos for Reading Planet, Cracki
Comp, Read in to Writing, Spelling, V
ulary and Skills Builders

URL along the bottom: risingstars-uk.
English

We’ve got English 
and reading covered

Prepare 
for the
Ofsted 

‘deep dive’ 

Vocabulary

risingstars-uk.com/English
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Access Reading Tests (ART)
PRINT   DIGITAL   AGES 7-20   

• Confidently assess progress in reading at regular intervals using 
parallel forms (two sets of forms) designed for repeat testing

• Easily identify specific areas that may be limiting a learner’s overall 
success and plan relevant and targeted intervention strategies to 
boost or stretch skills

• Gain valid and reliable data to provide evidence for access arrangements

hoddereducation.co.uk/art

Access Mathematics Tests (AMT)
PRINT   DIGITAL   AGES 7-16   

• Confidently assess progress in maths at regular intervals using parallel 
forms (two sets of forms) designed for repeat testing

• Easily identify specific areas that may be limiting a learner’s overall 
success and plan relevant and targeted intervention strategies to 
boost or stretch skills

£20 per 10-copy pack 
£2 + VAT per interactive online test 
£45 Manual
£50 Specimen Set
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

hoddereducation.co.uk/amt

Gain valuable insight into your students’ reading and maths 
ability with ART and AMT; a wide-ranging, standardised and 
flexible assessment suite.

Risingstars-uk.com/rsassessment

PRIMARY/
SECONDARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Reading and Maths

Print and digital
Free online reporting
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Generate reports for 
individuals, classes and 
schools to view and compare 
pupil progress and attainment.

What’s included:
 On screen marksheet and gap analysis
 Individual pupil report
 Pupil progress report
 Group listing report
 Group progress report

ART
Access Reading Tests

AMT
Access Mathematics Tests

Over 80,000 tests 
marked online
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Both ART and AMT are available in online interactive format, with auto-marking and instant 
progress and performance reports.

 � Allows test takers 

to revisit past 

questions and 

answers

 � Test takers can 

clearly see how 

much time they 

have left to 

complete the 

paper 

 � Easy to read large 

font
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Mathematics Assessment for Learning and 
Teaching (MaLT)
PRINT   CD-ROM   AGES 5-14

A tried and tested approach to mathematics assessment for ages 5–14.

• Quickly diagnose common errors and misconceptions with these 
purpose written, standardised tests

• Easily record and monitor year-on-year progress across all ages with a 
single Scorer/Profiler CD-ROM for all the tests

• Confidently assess all abilities with oral tests for ages 5–7, ensuring 
those with lower literacy can demonstrate their numeracy skills

£19 per 10-copy pack 
£52.50 per Manual
£62.50 per Specimen Set 
£230 + VAT 5-14 Scorer/Profiler CD-ROM
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Hoddereducation.co.uk/malt

Risingstars-uk.com/rsassessment
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SECONDARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Maths, Number 
Screening and Reading
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Basic Number Screening Test
PRINT   AGES 6-12   

A quick, reliable assessment focusing on children’s understanding of 
number and number operations. 

• Delivered orally to assess numeracy skills, rather than reading ability. 

• Quick to test and easy to mark, with parallel forms to enable re-testing 
to assess progress. 

• An informal ‘special needs indicator’ helps pinpoint those children who 
are likely to require some degree of learning support.

£19 per 10-copy pack 
£29.99 Manual
£39.99 Specimen Set 
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Risingstars-uk.com/numberscreening

Hodder Group Reading Tests
PRINT   AGES 5-16   

Tests to assess reading comprehension of mixed-ability groups. 

• Assess reading comprehension at word, sentence and continuous text 
level with mixed-ability groups. 

• Demonstrate progress with three sets of parallel forms. 

• Benefit from standardised scores, reading ages and percentiles to 
diagnose strengths and weaknesses.

£19 per 10-copy pack 
£47.50 Key Stages 1-3 Manual
£55 Key Stages 1-3 Specimen Set 
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

hoddereducation.co.uk/hoddergroupreading
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Basic Number 

Test (FORMS A & B)

Screening
NEW EDITION

MANUAL

Bill Gillham & Kenneth Hesse
Revised and restandardised by 

Colin McCarty
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Hodder Oral Reading Tests
PRINT   AGES 5-16   

An individual test to assess single word, sentence and reading speed. 

• Accurately measure attainment using standardised scores, reading 
ages and percentiles. 

• Demonstrate progress with parallel forms.

• Easily build a useful profile for each pupil using the single record sheet. 

£19 Test cards (3 per pack) 
£18 Record Sheet 10-copy pack
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

hoddereducation.co.uk/hodderoralreadingtests

New Salford Sentence Reading Test
PRINT   AGES 5-12   

A quick standardised assessment of reading accuracy and reading 
comprehension. 

• Monitor progress over time on a one-to-one basis with three parallel 
forms and reusable test cards for oral assessment. 

• Assess understanding as well as reading accuracy with comprehension 
questions. 

• Use record sheets to facilitate scoring and for quick testing.

£22.50 Comprehension cards (A, B and C) 
£20 Test cards (A, B and C) 
£19 Record Sheet 10-copy pack
£27.50 Manual
£57.50 Specimen Set 
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

hoddereducation.co.uk/new-salford-sentence-reading-test
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Takes as little as  
5 minutes per pupil

Recommended by:
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New Non-Reading Intelligence Tests 1-3
PRINT   AGES 6-13   

Trusted tests for assessing pupils’ general ability, independent of 
reading. 

• Assess aspects of language and thinking that are not necessarily 
represented in measures of pupil attainment. 

• Pinpoint low-achieving and slow-reading pupils who may have high 
underlying ability. 

• Presented orally by the teacher.

£12 per 10-copy pack 
£10 Marking template
£35 Tests 1-3 Manual
£39.99 Tests 1-3 Specimen Set 
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

hoddereducation.co.uk/nnrit

Moray House Tests
PRINT   AGES 10-16   

Established reasoning tests to assess pupils on entry to selective 
secondary education. 

• Reliable tests with a reputation for accuracy and consistency. 

• A valuable complement to attainment testing. 

• Useful as a baseline test against which to evaluate subsequent 
performance.

£49.50 per 20-copy pack 
£16.50 Answer/Conversion tables
£19.99 per Manual
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Order by telephone: 01235 400 500
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Subject to restriction in areas where they form part of a 
local assessment programme. See order form for details. 
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SECONDARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Reading

Key Stage 3
Standardised termly tests
Print 
Free online reporting

“We love the idea of a suite of standardised tests that will allow us to track 

improvement in a meaningful way throughout KS3”

William Boyce, Alterman Peel High School

Progress in Reading and Language  
Assessment (PiRA) KS3
PRINT   AGES 11-14   

Standardised termly tests that enable you to reliably measure and predict 
progress in Key Stage 3 Reading and compare against national averages.

• Consistently track the progress of your students term-by-term, from 
Year 7 to Year 9

•  Understand how your school is performing and compare against a 
national benchmark

•  Confidently set targets based on insightful data which shows whether 
an individual’s progress is above or below the national average

• Easily access individual and group performance reports online with MARK 
(see pages 4-5) saving you time and helping you to tailor future learning

£18 per 10-copy pack 
£45 Stage 3 Manual
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Hoddereducation.co.uk/piraKS3
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Generate reports 
for individuals, 
classes and 
schools to view 
and compare pupil 
progress and 
attainment.

What’s included:
  On screen marksheet and gap 

analysis
 Individual pupil report
 Group comparison report
 Group listing report
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5

page total

8 Autumnpira © Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2018. Photocopying is not permitted.

6 Put a tick in each row to show whether each statement is true or false. 

Statement True False

Gravity from the Moon and the Sun causes tides on Earth.

Extreme tides are the foremost cause of tidal bores.

Severe weather at sea can contribute to the likelihood of a 
tidal bore.

The depth and shape of an estuary has to be suitable for 
a tidal bore to occur.

The wider and deeper the river, the stronger the tidal bore.

7  (a) Based on this text, give two reasons for surfing a tidal bore. 

  1 

  2 

  (b) Based on this text, give two reasons for not surfing a tidal bore.

  1 

  2 

2 marks

R1

2 marks

R2

2 marks

R2

i8 Autumnpira © Hodder & Stoughton Ltd 2018. Photocopying is not permitted.

This is a magazine article by Karen Muller from the National Geographic News.

Big Roar!

It’s the end of the dry season on the Araguari River in Brazil, and the water level 
is low. The moon is full. Suddenly an ominous roar rolls through the jungle, like the 
rumble of an oncoming train. A vast wall of water comes hurtling straight up the 
river. The native Tupi Indians call it poroc-poroc – big roar. It’s a tidal wave.

The phenomenon is “a wave that forms at the head of the incoming tide in rivers 
or estuaries,” explains surfer and researcher Tom Wright. “It’s a tidal wave or bore, 
not to be confused with a tsunami.”

A tidal bore can travel more than 20 miles an hour and gets stronger as the 
river gets narrow and shallower, reaching recorded heights of up to 30 feet. The 
pororoca, as the bores are called in Brazil, has been known to reach more than 
180 miles inland. “Two principal factors affect the size and strength of bores,” said 
Victor Miguel Ponce, a professor at San Diego State University. “The magnitude of 
the tidal range and the shape of the river at its estuary.”

The Earth’s tides are caused by the gravitational pull of both the Sun and Moon on 
the Earth’s waters. High spring tides occur whenever the Earth, Moon, and Sun line 
up and reinforce each other.  Weather and coastal effects also have an impact on 
tides. Strong winds sweeping in from the sea can cause higher-than-expected water 
levels. “Extreme conditions leading to a storm surge can also produce a tidal bore 
in a river that might not usually have one,” Wright said.

But not every river has a bore, no matter how spectacular the local tides. “For a bore 
to occur, the shape of the river at its estuary – near its mouth – has to be shallow 
and uniform, with just the right depth to accommodate the incoming wall of water,” 
Ponce noted.

5

10

15

20

 � Variety of 

question 

types.

 � View more sample pages and sample reports online

 � Both fiction 

and non-

fiction reading 

texts in each 

paper
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SECONDARY 
ASSESSMENTS
Maths

Key Stage 3
Standardised termly tests
Print 
Free online reporting

“What we were not expecting was for students to be hooked into  

their maths ages. It’s a real motivator for most students.” 

Alexandra Paine, Senior Leader for Maths and Numeracy  
at Magnus C of E Academy

Progress in Understanding Mathematics 
Assessment (PUMA) KS3
PRINT   AGES 11-14   

Standardised termly tests that enable you to reliably measure and predict 
progress in Key Stage 3 maths and compare against national averages.

• Consistently track the progress of your students term-by-term, from 
Year 7 to Year 9

•  Understand how your school is performing and compare against a 
national benchmark

•  Confidently set targets based on insightful data which shows whether 
an individual’s progress is above or below the national average

• Easily access individual and group performance reports online with MARK 
(see pages 4-5) saving you time and helping you to tailor future learning

£18 per 10-copy pack 
£45 Stage 3 Manual
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Hoddereducation.co.uk/pumaKS3
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Generate reports 
for individuals, 
classes and 
schools to view 
and compare pupil 
progress and 
attainment.

What’s included:
 O n screen marksheet and gap analysis
 Individual pupil report
 Group comparison report
 Group listing report
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Section B

For questions 25 to 40, calculators may be used.

25

26

Martin bought 25 cakes at £1.67 each. 

He estimated the total cost by first correcting the cost per cake to the 
nearest pound.

(a) Circle his estimate. 

£50   £25   £30   £42

(b) What was the exact total? 
£

N

1 mark

N

1 mark

Masih invests £225 with a simple interest rate of 4% per annum.

How much interest will he earn in 6 years? 

 
£

N

1 mark

27 A shop sells a packet of 5 sheets of sandpaper for £2.20

(a) Work out the cost of 120 sheets.

 
£

(b) Tom only has £13.50

 Circle how many whole packets of sandpaper he can buy. 

5   5.6   6   6.2

R

1 mark

R

1 mark

10

page total
9 Autumnpuma © Hodder and Stoughton Ltd 2017. Photocopying is not permitted.

28 (a) Expand the brackets and collect like terms.

 4(x + 2y + 1) + 3(x + 5)

    

(b) Factorise 2xy 3 + 4x 2y 2

    
           (      )

(c) Collect like terms and factorise. 

 8x + 3 − 5x + 15

 Circle your answer.

21x   3(x + 6)   x(8 − 5)   3(6 − x)

A

1 mark

A

1 mark

A

1 mark

29

x

y

0

A(0, –6)

B(3, 0)

(a) What is the area of the triangle A0B? Give your answer in square units. 

    
 square units

(b) Write down the equation of the straight line through A and B.

    

G

1 mark

A

1 mark

 � Calculator 

and non-

calculator 

sections

 � Works alongside any KS3 maths 

scheme with curriculum maps 

provided online

 � Additional 

space for 

working out.

 � Single and 

multi-marks 

offered

 � View more sample pages and sample reports online
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SEN AND 
WELLBEING
Wellbeing and  
Attitudes to Learning: 
Survey and Strategies

Key Stage 2
Online surveys
Digital
Instant online reports

Survey and Strategies

Wellbeing and
Attitudes to Learning

S
E
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“A good education starts with a great curriculum and good teaching, and also 

helps children develop self-regulation and resilience.” 

Ofsted report

Wellbeing and  
Attitudes to Learning:  
Survey and Strategies
NEW   DIGITAL   AGES 7-11   

Support pupil wellbeing and academic 
development by improving pupils’ positivity, 
motivation, resilience and self-efficacy at 
school.

• Online survey to assess all KS2 pupils in less 
than 20-minutes.

• 30+ follow-up evidence-based strategies for 
year groups, classes and individuals.

• Monitor progress with instant online reports 
for whole-KS2, class and individuals.

• Re-assess pupils throughout the year 
to demonstrate the impact of selected 
strategies.

£250 + VAT 1-year subscription
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Risingstars-uk.com/wellbeing-survey

Developed in partnership with Coventry 

University and Nottingham Trent University
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 � See at a glance how children have performed across 

the dimensions and use the reports to guide where the 

evidence-based strategies can be put into place.

 � KS2, class and 

pupil strategies 

available for 

each dimension.

 � Compare up to 

three survey 

attempts.

 � Pupils can click to hear 

the question and/or the 

answers read aloud.

 � Quickly change 

font size

 � Children answer 41 

multiple choice questions
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SEN AND 
WELLBEING
Wellbeing and 
Character Education

Key Stages 1 and 2 
Print
Growth Mindset Lessons
Thinking Classrooms
Character Education

Growth Mindset Lessons
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 AND 2   

Develop a powerful learning culture throughout 
your primary school.

• Turn the concept of Growth Mindset into a 
powerful reality with a teacher handbook 
containing practical strategies, lesson plans 
and extensive examples.

• Put growth mindset into action in a tangible 
way with a handbook tested and trialled by 
Katherine Muncaster.

• Develop a powerful learning culture 
throughout your school with a comprehensive 
and practical scheme of work.

• Benefit from the experience of co-author and 
leading professional development expert 
Shirley Clarke.

£32.50 
See order form for all available ISBNs

risingstars-uk.com/growthmindset

Risingstars-uk.com/wellbeing

“Working together as a staff enabled us to embed the concepts of mindsets 

across the whole school. Teaching mindsets opens a gateway for children to 

challenge themselves and learn from mistakes.” 

Year 2 teacher
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Thinking Classrooms: Metacognition lessons for 
primary schools
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 AND 2   

Encourage pupils to take charge of their learning through metacognition 
strategies.

• Help children understand how they learn, reflect on outcomes of their 
learning and develop transferable skills such as independence and 
resilience.

• Develop transferable learning skills such as planning, trying, checking, 
not being afraid to fail and resilience.

• Have confidence in a resource developed by formative assessment 
expert Shirley Clarke with growth mindset expert Katherine Muncaster. 

• Save time with ready-to-use lessons, embedded online CPD videos, 
teaching plans and pick-up-and-go resources. 

£31.99 
See order form for all available ISBNs

risingstars-uk.com/thinkingclassrooms

Character Education: The Star Awards 
Programme for Primary Schools
PRINT   KEY STAGE 1 AND 2   

Build your school’s PSHE curriculum with this all-in-one, tried and tested 
teaching resources and awards scheme.

• Develop your pupils’ resilience and feelings of self-worth through 
progressive school-wide activities and provide trackable evidence of 
SMSC provision to Ofsted.

• Recognise and reward resilience, citizenship, teamwork, problem 
solving, moral compass, confidence and self-worth with the built-in Star 
Awards Programme. 

• Provide tangible and trackable evidence of the SMSC provision to Ofsted.

• Save preparation time with plans, frameworks for learning and 
engaging pupil-facing materials. 

£34.99 
See order form for all available ISBNs

risingstars-uk.com/charactereducation
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SEN AND 
WELLBEING
Special Needs 
Assessment Profile 

Key Stages 1, 2, 3 and 4
Digital and print
Instant online reports
Follows the Assess –  
Plan – Do – Review model, 
as set out in the SEND Code 
of Practice (2015)

“I would recommend SNAP to other schools due to the simple, effective way of identifying 

the children’s strengths and weaknesses and the varied interventions it supplies. Because 

of the quality of the data SNAP provides, it gives teachers a quick, efficient tool to help 

close the gap with underachieving learners.”  

Federation of Abbey Schools

SNAP-SpLD
PRINT   DIGITAL   AGES 4-16   

Charles Weedon, Gavin Reid and Kate Ruttle

• Online questionnaires profile 20 specific learning difficulties – more 
than any other single SEN tool.

• Eight diagnostic probes provide additional quantitative evidence about 
a pupil’s abilities (for ages 7+).

• View strengths and weaknesses at a glance, generate reports and 
choose suggested strategies to use both in school and at home.

• Reassess pupils and track progress to monitor the impact of 
interventions over time.

£199 + VAT  1-year subscription
£52.50 User Handbook 

SNAP-B
PRINT   DIGITAL   AGES 5-16   

Dr Rob Long and Charles Weedon

• Online questionnaires to help identify 17 social, emotional and 
behavioural difficulties.

• Quickly generate reports and suggested strategies to use both in 
school and at home.

•  Reassess pupils and track progress to monitor the impact of 
interventions over time. 

£199 + VAT 1-year subscription
£47.50 User Handbook  
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Risingstars-uk.com/snap
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 � Compare up to 

3 Core Profiles 

in one report 

to monitor 

the impact of 

strategies.

 � Export Core 

Profiles as PDF 

reports.

 � Home report

 � Pupil Questionnaire

 � See strength 

and weaknesses 

at a glance.Rising Stars UK Ltd- Correct Rep Account 

SNAP SpLD Home Report 
Leanne Reilly 
Report generated 18th February 2020                                        Age at the time of assessment: 8 year 8 months 
 
 

                                                        1/2 www.snap.rsassessment.com 

Overview 

SNAP-SpLD suggests Leanne’s learning might be affected by spelling difficulties (dyslexia), 
which means that she may struggle with spelling accurately and effortlessly 

How will this affect Leanne? 

Leanne may find school discouraging and show a number of avoidance behaviours which may be distressing for 
the family.  At home, she will dislike writing and homework may become be a painful battle. 

 

Interventions selected to help Leanne at school 
A highly structured and sequential computer game-based spelling programme. It exposes the pupil to the 
necessary over-learning needed for automatic spelling. 
 

 

What can I do to help Leanne at home? 

The tips, strategies and advice shown here are not comprehensive and are certainly not prescriptive – you know 
more about her than anybody else! 

 Try not to make a big issue out of spelling. The important point is that it should not prevent Leanne from 
developing her written work. Spelling difficulties can often restrict written work because Leanne will 
only use words that she knows she can spell. 

 Reassure Leanne that lots of successful people found spelling hard at school. 

 

Activities to try at home 

Playing spelling games and games like Scrabble can be good for spelling practice. Crosswords, and any games 
that play with words, can also be good practice.  

 

 � Home and 

School 

reports are 

generated 

as fully 

editable 

word 

documents.
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SEN AND 
WELLBEING 
ASSESSMENT

Key Stages 2, 3 and 4
Print
Free downloadable 
score calculator

“DRA showed us where children were able to read the text but not able to 

retrieve answers from the text despite having it in front of them. We use it as 

evidence – of ability – for national tests and for class teachers.”  

Beadale C of E Primary School

Diagnostic Reading Analysis (DRA) Third Edition
NEW   PRINT   AGES 7-16   

Accurately assess your less-able readers with the brand-new edition of 
this oral, one-to-one standardised test.

• Assess reading accuracy, reading speed, reading comprehension, 
comprehension processing speed and single word reading accuracy.

• Track progress over time using parallel forms, suitable for repeat testing. 

• Automatically calculate results with a free downloadable Score Calculator.

• Results can be used as evidence for access arrangements to help 
paint a picture of need.

£20 per 10-copy pack of pupil record sheets
£70 Manual
£50 Reading Booklet

Diagnostic Spelling Tests
PRINT   AGES 7-15   

Diagnostic tests to easily assess the impact of spelling intervention 
programmes. 

• Three sets of parallel tests to diagnose and support targeted follow up. 

• Enables the assessment of pupils’ overall improvement in spelling. 

• Provides standardised scores and spelling ages.

£18 per 10-copy pack 
£55 Primary Manual
£75 Primary Specimen Set
£67.50 Secondary/Adult Test Booklet
See order form for all available tests and ISBNs

Risingstars-uk.com/DRA
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READING: FICTION 4 (ages 8–9) 40 words

We made a big mistake.

We went for a walk on the beach. It became very stormy.

The waves were too high and came up over our knees. I was scared.

We had to climb over the rocks to escape.

READING: NON-FICTION 4 (ages 8–9) 40 words

Well done!

Last term, Purple Class drew and painted birds for a competition at the art gallery.

This week, they were invited to see all the pictures and find out if they had won any prizes.

Donna’s drawing came third.

Comprehension questions Acceptable answers  or x

1 Where was the competition held? Lit. Art gallery

2 Who went to the art gallery? Lit. Purple Class or the children or the class NOT just 
‘Donna’

3 What did Donna draw for the competition? Inf. A bird or birds NOT a picture

4 In the text, which words mean the same as discover? Voc. Find out

5 How do you know Donna was good at art? Inf. She came third in the competition or won a prize.

Reading errors:  3 or less: go to fiction 5 (page 28)  
(or fiction 4 (page 24) if already unsuccessful at fiction 5);  
4 or more: go to fiction 3 (page 20)  
(or fiction 4 (page 24) if previously successful at fiction 3)

Comprehension_________ out of 5

Time_________ seconds

Errors ____ out of 40  Time _____ seconds

Comprehension questions Acceptable answers  or x

1 Where were they walking? Lit. On the beach

2 In the text, which word means the same as stroll? Voc. Walk

3 What was the weather like? Inf. Stormy or windy or rough

4 Why was the walk a mistake? Pred. They got wet or the waves were coming to their 
knees or they could have drowned or they could 
have got trapped or it was not safe or because it 
was a stormy day.

5 How did they escape? Lit. Climbing over the rocks or up the rocks

Reading errors:  3 or less: go to non-fiction 5 (page 30);  
4 or more: go to non-fiction 3 (page 22)

Comprehension_________ out of 5

Time_________ seconds

Errors ____ out of 40  Time _____ seconds

32

Reading: fiction 6 Form A

33

Form A Reading: fiction 6

It was early morning. The travellers looked across the 
desert. There was sand, as far as the eye could see.

Then, unexpectedly, they heard distant voices. They had 
company! Should they be suspicious?

A group of camels was coming towards them, the riders 
dressed in white. Were these people friends?

 � Pupils read from the DRA Reading 

Booklet. Teachers time a pupil reading 

to calculate their reading speed.

 � Teachers ask corresponding 

comprehension questions from the 

Pupil Record Form.

 � Timing these questions will give you 

a measure of a pupil’s comprehension 

processing speed.

 � Sample pages from DRA 3rd Edition
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PRINT   
An authoritative guide for specialist assessors as well as 
SENCOs, specialist teachers, course tutors, learning support 
managers, dyslexia/SpLD co-ordinators and disability 
officers. 

• Provides detailed advice on how to interpret assessment 
results and explore co-occurring difficulties.

•  Offers a coherent approach to reporting, with practical 
guidance. 

•  Especially useful to those undertaking specific training in 
assessment or seeking to gain or renew an Assessment 
Practising Certificate.

£38.99 Teacher Handbook
See order form for all available ISBNs

risingstars-uk.com/assessingdyslexia

Risingstars-uk.com/rsassessment

TEACHER 
HANDBOOKS

SEN
Assessment
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Outstanding Formative Assessment:  
Culture and Practice 
PRINT   AGES 5-16   

Shirley Clarke

Best-selling author Shirley Clarke provides a wealth of high-quality ideas, 
practical strategies, classroom examples and whole-school case studies 
for teachers in primary and secondary schools. 

• Focuses on whole-school development including lesson study, 
assessment policies and stories from outstanding schools. 

• Develops learning by helping children articulate their understanding 
and focusing on constant review and improvement. 

• Helps teachers create an environment for pupils to be active learners, 
constant reviewers and self-assessors.

£34.99 Teacher Handbook
See order form for all available ISBNs

hoddereducation.co.uk/formativeassessment
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Data partners
We work closely with our data partners so we can help you to easily and seamlessly interpret your 
data. Whether it’s automatically syncing your pupil, teacher and school data in your MIS with 
our free online assessment and reporting tool MARK, or sharing your summary test data with our 
partners, enabling you to view results in relation to other data within our partners’ products.

Who we work with:

 Learn more online at risingstars-uk.com/partners 

Research partner schools
Join our growing network of schools and help us to test upcoming assessments. 

Who we work with:

 Please get in touch at assessment@hodder.co.uk

Our Partners

OurPartners_advert_2.0.indd   1 18/03/2020   11:52
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North East
Angela McCabe

 Angela.McCabe@rsassessment.com
 07810 851323    

North West and North Wales
Jennie Hewett

 jennie.hewett@rsassessment.com
 07774 558664    

East Midlands 
Samantha Streames

 samantha.streames@rsassessment.com
 07795 452179   

West Midlands 
Hayley Kellett

 hayley.kellett@rsassessment.com
 07557 178608   

M4 Corridor, South West and South Wales
Neil Williams

 neil.williams@rsassessment.com
 07825 148774    

Contact us
Arrange a visit from your local consultant 

Thames Valley and Hertfordshire / Northern Ireland
Mel Gregory

 mel.gregory@rsassessment.com
 07717 434614    

Kent, East & West Sussex, Hampshire and South London 
Katie Wilson

 katie.wilson@rsassessment.com
 07342 063043    

North & East London, Surrey and Essex 
Sarah Baron

 sarah.baron@rsassessment.com
 07810 851028    

Scotland
Angela McCabe

 Angela.McCabe@rsassessment.com
 07810 851323

For MAT-wide queries contact: Alison Lapthorn
 alison.lapthorn@rsassessment.com.

For international queries contact:  
 international.sales@risingstars-uk.com.
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